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Abstract. Differing measures used to monitor eHealth implementations makes it difficult to compare and cumulate results. This EFMI WG Eval -supported workshop draws from lessons learnt to work towards a minimum international dataset for monitoring eHealth implementations. The outcome is a first draft set of joint indicators and a proposal for measures needed in order for future collaboration. The results will benefit policy makers, developers and researchers in pursuit of evidence-based management of national eHealth systems.
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1. Background

A workshop was arranged in MIE 2009 on core issues and challenges in large-scale evaluation for supporting system development, implementation and positive impacts [1]. The work was based on UK, Canada and Australia national evaluation frameworks. Most EU Member States are now becoming aware of an urgent need for (continuous) evaluation activities, to better control policy progress and learn from challenges and experiences [9]. Documented frameworks defining the needed evidence for management of NHIS in different stages of implementation are still few.

The discussions in Sarajevo helped in refining the Finnish evaluation methodology and piloting it in practice [2]. In Medinfo 2010 a panel was arranged on monitoring the effects of health information systems [3], where an idea was presented to generate some level of international agreement on the 'minimum data set' for monitoring Information systems implementation in order to facilitate international comparability. The suggestion was supported, and in the conference some attendants agreed to form an infor-
mal network to start working on the idea. This workshop is based on this idea, drawing on the work already done in different countries as a basis for collaboration.

2. Goal and outcomes of the workshop

The goal of the workshop is to work on differences, similarities and needs for a minimum international dataset for monitoring progress and effects of eHealth System Implementation. The anticipated outcome is a first draft set of formative and summative indicators and a plan for further measures needed.

3. Outline of the workshop and speakers

Dimensions and categories of evidence to support decisions in the national eHealth system implementation and follow-up are presented as reference points for discussion of the basis of future work. The outline is:

- National examples (H. Hyppönen, C. Nohr, A. Walldius, A. Faxvaag)
- Group work + Discussion (Moderator E. Ammenwerth)
- Comparison and feasibility of the indicators (Moderator E. Ammenwerth)
- Future work and conclusions

**Addressed audience:** The workshop is intended for those interested and involved in large scale eHealth research, development and use: policy makers and eHealth authorities, developers and researchers of national eHealth systems in pursuit of national evaluation activities in different phases of the system life cycle.

**Scientific challenges discussed:** 1) What are the prerequisites for a minimum international dataset for providing information for development and implementation decisions, 2) What forums of collaboration are needed to create an internationally and nationally useful dataset.

**Educational goals of the workshop:** Participants will learn about planning and carrying out large scale national monitoring and evaluation activities. By reflecting the indicators against the GEP-HI guidelines the workshop participants will also deepen their understanding about the guidelines.

4. Examples of national data collection, results and their use

The Finnish dataset development and information categories (Hannele Hyppönen)

The Finnish NHIS evaluation model is based on national-level evaluation programs in UK, Canada and Australia. DeLone & McLean model on IS success was a basis was extended with contextual factors using the model of network of activity systems with formative elements using the human centred IS development model [4]1. This conceptual model was used to extract dimensions for monitoring NHIS progress and effects. Outcomes of national results using the model [e.g. 2, 6] will be presented.

---

1 The contextual framework is based on activity theory and the cultural-historical approach, drawing also from sociology of technology.
Danish experiences on monitoring HIS implementation (Christian Nohr)

The Danish EHR-observatory has monitored the HIS implementation from 1999 to 2006. Basic measurements of EHR coverage have been obtained in six consecutive years [4]. Since 2006 regular monitoring has been absent, but public institutions and private consultants have issued a number of status reports. There is however no consistent measures or datasets to enable comparison or progress evaluation. The status reports shows importance of independence of monitoring activities from stakeholder interest. The university based e-health observatory has launched several new activities to monitor progress focusing on clinicians and citizens specific use of e-health services.

Swedish HIS monitoring experiences (Åke Walldius)

In Sweden ten years of experiences from the UsersAward project in which questionnaires and have been combined in domain specific longitudinal user satisfaction surveys. User experience, satisfaction, usability and design approach – are reflected upon in the surveys. The experience shows that for surveys to attain impact through actionable directives for design, quantitative data from all relevant stakeholders' have to be combined with qualitative data about user experience”.

Norwegian HIS monitoring experiences (Arild Faxvaag)

Norwegian HIS monitoring experiences (Arild Faxvaag)

Norway began monitoring HIS implementations in 2008 (ref http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20841713). Many questions were adapted from the Danish EHR observatory study. A new survey was conducted in 2010. In this second study we collected more data on the experiences of clinician users, made a stakeholder analysis and presented results with the perspectives of the various stakeholders. Some of the results are to be presented during the workshop. [7]
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